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On unit 4 of Kola NPP trial operation of 3-rd generation’s fuel began in 2010. Fuel
assemblies of 3-rd generation (FA-3) have a number of design features that provide better
operational characteristics. Concise description of a design and the basic advantages of fuel of 3rd generation are described in articles [1, 2]. Increasing of efficiency of nuclear fuel usage will
be achieved by reduction of the parasitic capture of thermal neutrons in constructional materials
(weight of zirconium is reduced), optimization of uranium-water relation (increase in fuel
elements step), increasing of uranium loading (usage of fuel pellets with increased diameter and
without central hole in them).
By results of trial operation mass transition to use of given type of assemblies in WWER440 is possible. This report presents the basic outcomes of the trial operation, a brief survey of
the obtained data. The basic characteristics of the reactor core with fuel of 3-rd generation are
resulted in work [3].
1. The purposes of trial operation.
Trial operation is carried out with the purpose of confirmation of operability FA-3 during
7 fuel cycles. At duration of a fuel cycle about 300 fpd, application of given type of nuclear fuel
will allow to increase multiplicity of reload up to 6-7 and to reduce the number of fuelling down
to 42-48 assemblies at simultaneous increase in power of reactor. Achievement of burn-up in
FA-3 up to 68 MW*day/kgU in assembly and 72 MW*day/kgU in pin is supposed.
Use of only 12 proficient assemblies is originally planned, and their disposition
symmetrically to 2-nd generation assemblies with raised enrichment 4.87% is supposed, with the
purpose of comparison of their characteristics for various typical positions in core.
Determination of connection between thermocouples indications and power of FA-3 is one of
trial operation’s purposes. Absence of cover can influence on quality of thermal control.
Comparison of calculated values and thermocouples readings will help to estimate and correctly
reduce an inaccuracy of definition of FA-3 power.
Experimental confirmation of design characteristics of the reactor core is also important.
Definition of parameters of fuel cycle by results of operation will allow estimating his
economical characteristics more precisely.
2. Comparison results of calculated and experimental data on the energy release.
In the first fuel cycle FA-3 are placed on the periphery of reactor core in 3 pieces
conjointly in 4 sectors. In each of 4 sectors symmetrically FA-3 are located FA-2 with
enrichment raised up to 4.87%. In the rest 2 sectors of symmetry 60 degree FA-2 with
enrichment raised up to 4.87% are also located. The given configuration will allow obtaining
comparative neutron-physical and thermal-physical characteristics of FA-3 and FA-2 of the same
enrichment In the following fuel cycles similar configuration will be maintained but FA-3 will
be located in core centre with maximum energy intensity (2-nd cycle), near to working group of
the system of control and protect (СPS) (3-rd cycle), and with other possible modes of operation
(Fig. 1).
For definition of true power of FA-3 by the temperature measurements, influence of the
leakages of coolant, inter- and intra-assemblies, can be of great importance. Heat-mass
exchange at the core fragment, flow through the beam of fuel elements can depend on

environment of the assembly. In mixed reactor core, consists of the different assemblies types with cover and without cover, flow through different groups can differ from rated. It is necessary
to estimate influence of cover absence on thermocouples indications. It‘s important for safe
operation, since the readings of temperature sensors located on going out of assemblies are still
remain the basic initial data about states of WWER-440 reactor core. Besides, correct account of
inter-assemblies heat-mass exchange allows to reduce conservatism of values of temperature of
coolant and the pin's cover under the safety analysis.
In RRC «Kurchatov institute» calculations of heat-mass exchange for reactor core's
fragment consisting of 3 FA 3-rd generation in environment of FA-2, and for a similar fragment
consisting only of FA-2 were executed by software SC-1 [4]. This program is intended for
detailed calculation of coolant characteristics, has a possibility to define characteristics not only
in beam of assembly, but in its head either, up to thermocouple location and above.
Difference in results of calculations for relative power FA-3, received by software
PERMAK-3D [5] using the average over the cross sections of FA layers temperature and coolant
density, and on complex PERMAK-3D/SC-1, was analyzed. By means of data comparison,
methodical component of inaccuracy of calculation of relative power of fuel elements under
software like PERMAK was evaluated. This inaccuracy associated with miscalculation of
distribution's nonuniformity of temperature and density of coolant over the assembly's cross
section, and at use of coverless assemblies also mixing of coolant, intra- and inter-assemblies.
Calculation results have shown that miscalculation of mutual conditionality for neutron-physical
and heat-hydraulics characteristics in assemblies of 3-rd generation weakly influences on relative
power of fuel elements. Maximal difference in values of power of separate pin, obtained with the
account and without taking into account interconnection between neutron-physical and heathydraulic characteristics, not exceeds 0.5%. At the same time root-mean-square deviation not
exceed 0.2-0.3%. Thereby, application of usual program versions BIPR-7A[6] and PERMAKA[7] for evaluation of energy's release and fuel's burnup is possible without their essential
update.
In research [8] major factors influencing on heat-mass exchange in FA-2 and FA-3 and
readings of assembly's thermocouples during the various periods of operation were determined
on basis of calculated modeling. Calculations have shown that for the lack of assembly's cover, a
coolant flow which can participate in removal of heat of FA-3 is bigger than a corresponding
flow for FA-2 on 10%. In the conditions of absence of assembly's cover, mixed averaged value
of coolant temperature on going out of fuel bundle characterizes assembly's power only
approximately. In itself conception of the averaged mixed temperature of the coolant for FA-3 is
not unambiguous.
Behavior of pin's energy release in given assemblies is specified by FA-3 design features
unlike symmetric to them FA-2. Differences are especially appreciable in initial operation period
of fresh assemblies. This circumstance can be used for analysis of heat-mass exchange in group
of FA-3 and FA-2, for verification of results of calculated modeling of heat-mass exchange's, in
interpretation of assembly's thermocouples readings . At the analysis let's take into account
conclusion of research [9] that power of fuel element practically does not depend on coolant
mixing. Thus calculation of pin's energy release in the standard version of PERMAK program
can be used for analysis of coolant mixing and interpretation of assembly's thermocouple
readings.
Through the peculiarities of location in reactor core of FA-3 and FA-2, enriched up to
4.87%, their combined analysis without involvement the data thermocontrol of the other
thermocouples is possible. The existing difference and uncertainties in coolant's flow through
FA-2 and FA-3 can be not accepted in consideration because the basic information on nature of
heat-mass exchange is carried by distinctions in indications of thermocouples in group of
assemblies of 2-nd and 3-rd generation during fuel's burnup. In group of 3 assemblies (2-nd and
3-rd generation) all assemblies has an essentially different energy release and rate of burning out.

Because of presence burnable absorber, behavior of pin's energy release is individual for every
assembly (Fig.2).
Principal sense of comparison relative energy release in group of 3 assemblies - is to
separate out mixing effect of coolant from factors influencing on assembly's thermocouples
readings: difference in flow of coolant through FA-2 and FA-3, change of energy's release during
assembly's burnup. Results of comparison experimental and calculated relative heatings of
coolant in groups of FA-2 and FA-3 are presented on fig. 3, 4 and 5. For comparison were used
average values obtained for 4 groups of FA-3 and for 4 symmetric to them groups of FA-2.
Operation's data during 125 fpd shows that dynamics changing of relative heatings of
coolant in groups of 3 FA-3 and symmetrical to them 3 FA-2 practically is not observed thermocouple's readings well corresponds with the trend of calculated mixed averaged values of
heatings. The given operating period seems to be not enough for occurrence of this effect. This
circumstance will allow comparing relative heatings in FA-2 and FA-3.
In group of 3 assemblies of close enrichment, locating nearby and having the same
environment, assemblies will have an identical with each other energy release in initial period of
burnup. At higher burnup the ratio in groups of FA-2 and FA-3 will change, the effect of mixing
will be estimating by correlation with the calculated data. Fig.5 shows, that coolant's mixing
effect is present, but small enough. In group FA-3 the assembly with minimal energy release has
the raised relative heating, in comparison with calculation and heating in FA-2. For FA-3 with
higher energy release - calculated heating is higher than observed. For group of covered FA-2
such a behavior not occurs.
Of course, effect can be caused by increase of step location of fuel element in FA-3,
promoting smoothing of temperature on going out of bundle. But in this case, observed heating
rather have decreased due to a colder coolant from periphery of reactor core. Not all fuel
elements can influence on thermocouples indications, but just some part of central can. All these
effects require in additional study.
Researches of coolant's mixing effect will be continuing in process of accumulating of
joint operation experience of assemblies of 2-nd and 3-rd generations.
3. Comparison of operational criticality parameters with calculation.
Results of the experiments on minimal controlled power level for the first loading of fuel
with the enrichment 4.78% (Table 1) confirms the accuracy of the applied calculation method BIPR-7 [9]. The accuracy of experimental determination of scram efficiency can be greatly
increased with involving the three-dimensional dynamic models of reactor core like
NOSTRA[10], which take into account spatial effects of reactivity.
Experimental and calculated concentration of an absorber in reactor, a boric acid, during
fuel cycle is given on fig. 7. The coincidence of data is good. Calculated concentration decreases
with burnup more quickly. Probably upgrade of constants ensures will be needed. Behavior of
excess of reactivity at the using burnable absorber may differ from calculated.
4. Design features of fuel cycle and probable ways of its modification.
At choosing a project of introduction of FA-3 and FA-2 operation features of Kola NPP
in power system have been taken into account. At the moment, operation of NPP is possible with
partial load, so every unit operates on a power effect of reactivity up to 30 fpd in the end of
cycle. In the case of increasing of power system's requirements, a transition to the heightened
power level - 107% from nominal - provides for units 3 and 4. In this case an operation on power
effect of reactivity isn’t provided for. Considering the time of an annual shutdown for preventive
maintenance, every unit can operate no more 300-320 calendar days.
Permitted power of FA-2 will allow to keep configuration of reactor core in-in-...out but
it's will be much more difficult to do because of increasing of general number of assemblies.

Also the decrease of a burnup's depth is inevitable. The reasonable output in given situation is
the increase of fuel enrichment up to 4.87%.
On fig. 8 an outcome of calculation of stationary fuel cycle's duration with various
nomenclature of fresh fuel feed is presented. At operation on nominal power, cycles with fueling
by 60 FA-2 enriched up to 4.25% or 48 FA-2 enriched up to 4.87% satisfies the requirement,
mentioned above about calendar duration. In case of power increasing - more than 72 FA with
enrichment 4.25% or 60 FA with enrichment 4.87%. According to given rough estimation of
cycle’s duration, transition to FA of the enrichment raised up to 4.87%, makes it possible to
reduce fuel costs to 5-6%. Under operation on increased power the fuel costs are bigger, but
with increase in enrichment up to 4.78% not very differ from costs at use FA-2 with enrichment
4.25% at operation on nominal power. Thus, the increasing in enrichment of FA-2 allows
avoiding considerable increase of fuel costs related with increase of power.
Using only FA-3 will allow additionally to increase an efficiency of nuclear fuel's
application, will be required only 48 FA-3 yearly. Thus fuel costs will be less than at use FA-2
with enrichment 4.25% on nominal power.
5. Conclusion.
The purposes of trial operation and feature of introduction of fuel with the enrichment
raised up to 4.87% are described.
Experimental characteristics of reactor core WWER-440 with fuel of 2-nd and 3-rd
generations with the enrichment raised up to 4.87% are obtained.
Opportunities of modifying of the fuel cycle, satisfying requirements of NPP, are shown.
Increasing of efficiency of nuclear fuel using is complex task, where introduction of new
operating regimes is based on FA upgrade.
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Описание

Fig. 1. Map of FA-3 location in core during 1-7 fuel cycles.
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Fig. 2. Calculation results of relative pin power in simmetrical groups of FA-3 and
FA-2.
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Fig 3. Trend of relative heating in FA-3 group. Calculation – *, experiment - .
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Fig 4. Trend of relative heating in FA-2 group. Calculation – *, experiment - .
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Fig. 5. Relative heating in FA-3, FA-2 groups in initial operation period. Average data.

Table 1 Experimental and calculated characteristics of core.
(Kola NPP, Unit 4, fuel cycle 23)

Reactor parameters

Characteristic

Value

experiment

calculation
Тin = 260 0С;
Р = 123.5 kgf/см2;
Н6 = 100 см

exper.

calc.

6.6 ± 0.3

6.7

Сritical concentration of
boric acid, g/kg

N = 6×10-2 % Nnom; Тin = 260 0С;
Р = 124.4 кгс/см2; Н6 = 100 см

Temperature coefficient of
reactivity, 10-3 %/0С

N = 6×10-2 % Nnom; Тin = 260÷262 0С;
Р = 124.4 kgf/см2; Сh3bo3 = 6.6 g/kg;
Н6 = 102 см

Тin = 260 0С;
Р = 123.5 kgf/см2;
Н6 = 100 см

-19.0 ± 1.1

-14.5 (H2O)
-3.4 (UO2)

Efficiency of control rod ,%

Nакнп = 3×10-2 % Nном; Твх = 262 0С;
Раз = 123.5 kgf/см2; Сh3bo3 = 6.6÷7.3
g/kg; Н6 = 102÷210 см

Тin = 260 0С;
Р = 123.5 kgf/см2;
Н6 = 101÷208 см

0.93 ± 0.05

1.02

Maximum rate of reactivity
changing, β eff/c

Н6 = 106÷110 см

Н6 = 108 см

0.039 ±0.05

0.035

-1.34±0.20

-1.29

8.7 ± 0.9

7.7

Efficiency of H3BO3
(boric acid), %/g/kg
Scram efficiency without one
of the rods,%

-2

0

0

N = 3×10 % Nnom; Твх = 262 С;
Раз = 123.5 kgf/см2; Сh3bo3 = 6.6÷7.3
g/kg; Н6 = 102÷210 см
Nакнп = 1×10-1 % Nnom; Тin = 262 0С;
Раз = 123.5 kgf/см2; Сh3bo3 = 7.3 g/kg;
Н6 = 212 см

Тin = 260 С;
Р = 123.5 kgf/см2;
Н6 = 149 см
Тin = 260 0С;
Р = 123.5 kgf/см2;
Н6 = 208 см
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Fig. 6 Comparison results of calculated and experimental efficiency of scram with|without
taking into account of spatial reactivity effects [ β эфф. ].

Fig. 7. The calculated and experimental concentration of the absorber-boric acid
in 1 circuit in fuel cycle.
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